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WELCOME TO THE RSA FAMILY
At RSA, we understand that our partners have been a tremendous driver of our growth over the past decade. Plus, now more than ever,
partnerships are critical as we strive to become the trusted security advisors to organizations across the globe. With that said, we are proud
to introduce the RSA SecurWorld Program to you, which is designed to best maintain RSA’s relationship with its channel partners. For any
partner that joins the Securworld program, RSA is committed to providing the tools, training, and support necessary to make that joint
relationship a lasting and mutually profitable one.
We encourage you to read through this guide to get an inside look at the benefits attainable through SecurWorld and its various offerings.
Best,
RSA SecurWorld Team
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PURPOSE OF GUIDE
This guide is intended for existing RSA Value-Added Resellers. It provides an overview of our world-class partner
program, which provide the tools, training, and support needed for us to jointly act as the trusted advisors of
organizations across the globe.
Included in this guide are details on our program requirements and benefits, intended to clearly depict the
offerings in place to strengthen your partnership with RSA.

MARKET DYNAMICS
In today’s landscape, corporations small and large are constantly vulnerable to cyber attack. This is why security
will be the 2nd most important IT priority throughout 2016, particularly around proactive detection of attacks vs.
perimeter-based prevention. In fact, by 2020, Gartner projects 60% of enterprise information security budgets will
be spent on rapid detection and response approaches.

WHY RSA?
RSA is the premier provider of security, risk, and compliance solutions, helping the world's leading organizations
succeed by solving their most complex and sensitive security challenges. RSA delivers agile controls for identity
assurance, fraud detection, and data protection; robust Security Analytics and industry-leading GRC capabilities;
and expert consulting and advisory services.
You can find out more information about each of these products by visiting www.RSA.com.
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WHAT IS RSA SECURWORLD?
RSA SecurWorld encompasses each of the distinct partner
programs for our Distributors, VARs, Direct Market Resellers
(DMR), and Alliance Partners. In addition, there are extension
programs based on additional capabilities around delivery
services, managed services, and customer support, allowing
partners to expand their solution offerings to best serve their
customers.
This SecurWorld framework is intended to incent partners
based on their unique business needs and go-to-market
initiatives. With these offerings, partners have greater flexibility
to choose where they want to specialize based on their skills
and resources.
Throughout this guide, you will find further details on each of
the various tracks and programs within SecurWorld.
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Partner Type
Distributor
Reseller
Direct Market Reseller
Alliance
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SECURWORLD RESELLER PROGRAM STRUCTURE

Program Requirements

TIER STRUCTURE

Program Benefits

Within the reseller program, partners are placed into tiers based on a combination of their investment
in RSA training and sales of RSA products and services. The higher a partner’s tier, the greater the
level of benefits they can potentially earn.
There are three tiers – Focus, Elite, and Strategic.

COMPLIANCY PERIOD
The SecurWorld compliance period is July 1 – June 30 of each year. This is the time period during
which revenue attainment and completed training is measured. Hard compliancy occurs every June
30. At this time, partners are placed into their respective SecurWorld tiers for the upcoming
compliance period.
RSA also offers quarterly soft compliancy promotions every October 1, January 1, and April 1. During
this time, partners have the opportunity to move up to a higher SecurWorld tier based on their revenue
attainment and completed training dating back to July 1. Partners can only move up during these
quarterly reviews – there are no demotions.
*Please note: Direct Market Resellers in the U.S. have a unique set of program benefits. Refer to www.RSAPartnerCentral.com for more details
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TRAINING & ENABLEMENT
RSA offers a comprehensive accreditation program for VARs, enabling them to specialize in the solutions that best align
to their skillset and GTM initiatives. At an individual level, this training is segmented based on role: sales reps or sales
engineers/technical consultants. Most of the training is online to minimize time out of the field, but also includes in-person
workshops at the more advanced levels for further hands-on training. All content is FREE to partners in Securworld.

RSA Sales Associate Accreditation
A series of online courses geared for sales reps to provide an overview of the market opportunity, how
to position RSA relative to competitive products, and key customer use cases.

RSA SE (Technical) Associate Accreditation
A series of online courses geared for sales engineers to provide an overview of the market opportunity,
how to position RSA relative to competitive products, and product features/functions.

RSA SE (Technical) Professional Accreditation
A series of online courses geared for sales engineers that dives deeper into the technical components
and configurations of specific RSA products. It does so through a series of use case demonstrations.

RSA SE (Technical) Master Certification
An in-person session with an RSA SE that asks the partner to walk through a technical whiteboard of a
solution, which is then supplemented with a live demo walkthrough.
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Partners can specialize in the
following solution areas:
Advanced Security Operations
Forensics, incident response, malware,
SIEM

Identity & Access Management
Two-factor authentication, RBA, IDM,
Active Directory

Governance, Risk, & Compliance
Compliance management, business
continuity, security risk management

Fraud & Risk Intelligence
Web portal protection, fraud prevention,
Network access, RBA
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RESELLER PROGRAM: REVENUE REQUIREMENTS
The chart below outlines the minimum annual revenue requirements (in USD) that resellers must earn to reside at each
Securworld Tier, which vary by region. There is no minimum annual revenue requirement for partners at the Focus Tier.

Minimum Annual Revenue (USD)
Focus

Elite

Strategic*

N/A

Incremental: Net New Logo &
Expansion
Requirements can be met counting
all the product families

Incremental Net New Logo only
Requirement needs to be met in a
specific product family (e.g., ASOC,
GRC, VIA)

USA

$200,000

$2,000,000

Latin America/
Canada

$100,000

$1,000,000

EMEA

$100,000

$1,000,000

APJ

$100,000

$750,000

N/A

*All partners in the Strategic Tier will be required to sign an RSA Business Plan specific to them with additional requirements and
benefits above and beyond the minimum Strategic Tier requirements & benefits.
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RESELLER PROGRAM: TRAINING REQUIREMENTS
The chart below outlines the minimum annual training requirements that resellers must complete to be compliant per
each Securworld Tier, which vary by region.

Minimum Annual Training
Focus

Sales
(Per Solution Area)
SE Technical
(Per Solution Area)
Professional Services
(Per Solution Area)

N/A*

Elite

Strategic*

5

8

3

4

-

2

*Recommended, Not Required
Solution Tracks = ASOC, IAM, FRI, or GRC
Products = Security Analytics, Archer, Via Lifecycle & Governance (previously IMG), Authentication Manager,
Web Threat Detection, or Adaptive Authentication
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RESELLER PROGRAM: BENEFITS
Within the reseller program, RSA offers a comprehensive set of benefits – largely financial-based – to further maximize
the profitability of partnering with RSA. This rewards partners for driving RSA activity, which they can ultimately reinvest
into their security practice. Benefits available include cost protection, upfront discounts, backend rebates, co-op,
training, and sales tools and resources.
Partners are rewarded greater benefits based on their SecurWorld Tier, which is driven by their investment in RSA
training and their sales of RSA products and services.

Joint Marketing

Incremental
Deal
Registration

RSA Rewards

Co-op

RSA Partner Central
Access

Strategic

25%*

15%

2%

YES

Elite

15%

10%

1%

YES

Focus

5%

0%

0%

YES

*Total 25% incremental deal registration discount only applies to products the partner is
specialized in and is incremental net new logo.
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RESELLER PROGRAM: BENEFITS EXPLAINED

Program Requirements
Program Benefits

Deal Registration

Access to Partner Central

RSA’s Deal Registration program provides upfront product discounts
to partners who engage with customers early on in the sales cycle
and deliver incremental business to RSA (new customers and/or
new projects). Partners holding approved deal registrations will be
the sole partner eligible to receive any further cost relief.

All Securworld partners receive access to RSA Partner Central, which
is the central hub for all program and product information. Included in
Partner Central is the ability to submit deal registrations, consume
training, and download a variety of sales resources.

RSA Rewards

Co-op

The RSA Rewards Program offers further opportunity for partners to
earn additional margin for finding, developing and closing net new
sales opportunities. It provides an additional backend rebate tied to a
percentage of closed, incremental business.

Elite and Strategic partners accrue co-op quarterly as a percentage
of all eligible products they sell. They can use these funds to support
activities such as training, demand generation, demo equipment, or
RSA-dedicated headcount.
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RESOURCES & SUPPORT
RSA offers a variety of key resources to best enable our partners to sell and support our
products. These key resources our outlined here.
RSA Partner Central www.RSAPartnerCentral.com
RSA Partner Central is the central hub for all product and program materials. Here, partners have 24X7
access to a full range of sales tools, training, and marketing materials, including datasheets,
whitepapers, demo videos, and campaign kits. This is also where partners can view details about their
company’s standing in SecurWorld, as well as submit and manage deal registration opportunities.

RSA Virtual Lab (vLab) http://portal.demoemc.com
The vLab is a hosted demonstration and use case training system, allowing partners to demonstrate
RSA products in complex real world environments.

RSA Link https://community.rsa.com

Not-for-Resale (NFR) Program
The NFR Program allows Partners to purchase hardware or software at a
deep discount to install within their labs, allowing them to demo the product
internally or with prospects.

RSA Link is the new RSA product support online community. It is an online express route
to technical information, solutions, and support, including patch downloads and product
documentation.

RSA Showcase http://rsa.zift123.com/

Download Central (DLC) http://download.rsasecurity.com/

RSA Showcase enables partners to embed compelling RSA product and
solution content on their websites, which is automatically updated. Content
includes lead generators that send prospect information directly to
designated recipients.

DLC is where you can download product software and licenses.
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Submit a Case http://rsa.force.com/webtocase
Partners can submit a case using this form if experiencing any technical issues using
RSA’s systems

THANK
YOU
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